Abstract. USB dongles have been used by a wide range of software manufacturers to store a copy-protected of their application's license. The licenses validation procedure through USB dongles faces several concerns, as the risks of theft or losing dongle. Also, in scenarios where the number of dongles is reduced, users may have to wait for dongle access, which may lead to loss of productivity. In this paper we propose a client/server distributed architecture for remote software licenses validation, through USB/IP protocol. The proposed approach aims to take advantage of USB/IP for distributed access to a set of USB dongles physically connected to a remote USB server, over a TCP/IP network. We describe the deployment and enhancements made to an existing open source USB/IP implementation and also present the results obtained with this architecture in a real world scenario, for validation of computer forensics applications licenses that uses USB dongles.
Introduction
A dongle is a device with an USB interface, used to store a copy-protected software license. There is a wide range of such applications that use exclusively USB dongles for their license validation. Those software applications are usually very expensive and commonly used in vertical markets, in which vendors offer specific services to an industry or group of customers with particular needs. Some examples are CAD/CAM applications (e.g. AutoCAD © ), some business retail software, prepress and printing software and some imaging and scanning equipments and applications used in healthcare business.
The main concerns regarding the use of USB dongles are related to the risks of theft and loss, which may grant access to the applications by unauthorized users. In dynamic organizations, with several users geographically dispersed and accessing to the same application, by having less USB dongles than the number of users that need to use the application, may lead to a decreasing of productivity, since each user has to receive the dongle from another user that previously used it and no longer need it.
In this paper we propose an open source distributed architecture for remote access to USB dongles physically connected to a server, through a local TCP/IP network [1] . In our work we take advantage of an open source implementation of the USB/IP protocol [1] , commonly used to access to USB devices, like external disk or pen devices, that are attached to a remote computer. The underpinning ideal is to physically attach the USB dongles in a server running USB/IP protocol and accepting requests from the USB/IP clients. The USB/IP client applications run on the computers where applications are installed and to whose we need to validate the corresponding license. The overall remote license validation process is transparent to the users and they did not have to carry the USB dongles with them. Moreover, this procedure keep the legal commitments previously agreed, regarding software licensing (e.g. number of allowed users), since only one user is allowed to access each USB dongle (license) in a given moment. In our work we have also developed a graphical user interface for the USB/IP client, which improved the way each USB/IP client manages the virtual connections to USB devices through USB/IP protocol. The distributed architecture proposed in this paper aims to overcome the major limitations of commercial applications, as it is open source and the client application was designed to be customized for specific companies and application domains.
The existing commercial applications for remote access to USB devices through USB/IP reveal some drawbacks. That is, their licenses are expensive and charged in a per dongle basis. As the number of attached USB dongles increase so the value of the license. Those applications also offer a general interface to access USB device contents and cannot be customized for specific applications, like licenses validation.
Computer forensics applications have been used as a case study in our work. These applications operate in a very specific field and are used to validate and analyze digital evidences collected by criminal police searches [2] . The major challenge in police departments dedicated to analyze the collected evidences is to assure the feasibility of digital evidences under investigation. In order to help police examiners on analyzing digital evidences collection, there are two well known and commercial software computers forensics applications widely used by police departments, namely
Background
In this section we present the background on USB/IP protocol and implementations, which constitutes the generic knowledge for understanding the approach proposed in this paper.
USB/IP applications
There are a wide range of applications that tries to overcome the physical limitation to access to USB ports, by using a remote connection through client/server USB/IP protocol. Generally, the USB devices are connected to the USB/IP server and exported for further network access by USB/IP clients.
Hirofuchi, et al. [6] firstly proposed an open source application to have a remote access to USB ports. In this first USB/IP implementation, USB devices were shared in a TCP/IP local network, in which both client and server applications ran in Linux operating systems. In 2007, Kwon et al. [7] developed a new implementation of USB/IP server with an extension for interoperability with Microsoft Windows USB/IP client. Later on, in 2009 the first USB/IP in Widows was developed, based on the commands execution in a command line interface [8] . In 2011, an enhanced version of USB/IP client for Microsoft Windows was released, with the support of ReactOS. The new features include the development of digitally signed drivers and the compatibility with 32 and 64 bits Microsoft Windows operating systems [8] .
The Linux kernel versions have evolved and existing USB/IP implementations became obsolete and incompatible with early Linux versions. However, in 2011 USB/IP source code was integrated natively in Linux kernel 2.6 drivers folders and was improved in its performance and with new features [8] . At the moment there is an USB/IP implementation for Linux kernel 2.6, available in the software repositories, which is however obsolete and incompatible with more recent Linux versions. Moreover, the actual version available has one important limitation related with the fully release of the remote USB device. When the client release the virtual connection with the remote USB device, the server unbind the device and make it unavailable and not ready to be used after that by a different user [8] . There is also some implementations of USB/IB for mobile networks. In [9] the authors propose a Android mobile implementation using a mobile phone as a wireless USB storage device through USB/IP connection.
There are some implementations for Microsoft Windows based systems, which enable virtual emulation of the USB ports between two or more computers [10] . Regarding commercial applications, the licenses are increasingly expensive and are related with the number of dongles provided by the server and with the clients accessing to it. Some examples are the USB Network Gate for Windows, USB Redirector and USB over Network. USB Redirector is developed by Incentives Pro [11] and allows the use of shared USB devices remotely on the local network, wide area network or Internet as if the devices were physically connected to the remote computer. It uses a TCP/IP connection and can act both as a server and as a client. USB over Network is developed by FabulaTech [12] . This application assures the access to local USB devices by other computers on the network that have the client application. It supports a wide range of USB devices, encrypted data communications, compatibility with 32-bit and 64-bit systems and also with Hyper-V.
USB/IP Protocol
USB/IP protocol operates in a client/server model. The server exports the USB devices physically connected that are going to be used by the USB/IP clients. Moreover, the exported USB device drivers run on the USB/IP client. Figure 1(a) illustrates the request/respond USB/IP protocol messages. The client requests to the server a list of exported USB devices, by establishing a TCP/IP connection and by sending an OP_REQ_DEVLIST message. The server sends back a response with an OP_REP_DEVLIST which contains the list of its exported USB devices. After that, USB/IP client finishes the TCP/IP connection.
After obtaining the list of exported USB devices, the client may choose to use one of them, by establishing another TCP/IP session with the server. In this new session, client sends an OP_REQ_IMPORT message and the server answers with a corresponding OP_REP_IMPORT message. If the connection was succeeded, the TCP/IP connection remains established and will be used to transfer "USB Request Block (URBs)" [13] between USB/IP client and server. USB/IP client may then send two types of messages: USBIP_CMD_SUBMIT to submit an URB; USBIP_CMD_UNLINK to unbind the session defined with the remote USB device. USB/IP server answers with an USBIP_RET_SUBMIT or USBIP_RET_UNLINK respectively. The process of importing an USB device is depicted in Figure 1(b) . While the USB/IP server does not receive an USBIP_CMD_UNLINK message, USB messages are encapsulated in IP packets and sent by the TCP/IP network. 
Proposed USB/IP distributed architecture
In this section we present the proposed open source architecture for remote validation of software license, by using USB dongles. This architecture is based on a distributed solution with remote access over USP/IP in a local TCP/IP network.
Our test scenario focused on the remote software licenses validation of computers forensics applications in use at Portuguese criminal Police. Figure 2(a) depicts the previous situation, in which the forensics applications were installed in each of examiner's computers and their license validation process was made locally through the USB dongle that stores a copy-protected license. In this scenario, whenever the number of required active licenses is greater than the available dongles, it is introduced an "investigation wait-state" or "sharesresource" status between examiners. The proposed and developed scenario is depicted in Figure 2(b) . It has a central server that physically holds the USB bus root, accessible from elsewhere in the local network. USB/IP clients are those computers running forensics applications. Those machines use Microsoft Windows operating system with previously installed USB/IP drivers and the USB/IP client application that will interact with USB/IP server and it will manage all applications access requests throughout TCP/IP network. The USB/IP server application remains waiting for requests at TCP port 3240. The main security concern is to define a firewall rule that may allow USB/IP clients machines to have a service access to this TCP port.
Within this distributed architecture, the numbers of required dongles are exactly the same as in previous situation, in respect to the license agreement contract. However, in this distributed scenario we may not have an "investigation wait-state" or "shares-resource" status between the examiners.
Client and Server development
In this section we describe the development issues involved in the proposed distributed architecture, described in section 3. We present the major steps followed and actions taken on the development of client and server applications.
The development has been based on an already existing open source USB/IP project [6] , as described on section 2. This project was initially conceived for a Linux kernel version 2.6, for both client and server applications. This approach faced some problems regarding the virtual USB connection management, which turned it in a non reliable version [8] . That is, whenever a client had ended his virtual connection to a USB device, the corresponding binding in the server was automatically removed, as well as from the exported devices list. In order to overcome this problem, it was necessary to share again the same device on the server and export it to the network. In our development we solved these issues and made available a new version of USB/IP server for Linux kernel version 3.2 [1] .
The existing USB/IP client for Microsoft Windows was based on command line and thus not user friendly. Aiming to improve the application usability and user interaction with server application, we have developed a general and customizable graphical user interface (GUI) for USB/IP client, depicted in Figure 3 . The development was made in Microsoft Windows .Net 4.5 Framework. We have used C and Visual C++ programming languages. The former was used for previous existing code re-use and the later for GUI development. We have used a DynamicLink Library (DLL) for encapsulating the existing C language code. For the graphical user interface development we have used the Platform Invoke [14] functionalities of C++ programming language for access to encapsulated C code. Figure 4 depicts the setup used in our tests made at computers forensics laboratory of the Portuguese criminal Police. It is composed by a client and a server interconnected by a switch, in the same IP network. In our experiments we have used the following USB dongles: CodeMeter [15] that stores FTK An important advantage of using a distributed approach for remote license validation is that we may mitigate the risk of loss and theft, as the user did not carry the USB dongle with him and thus did not have to connect it in the PC running the application. There are also some scenarios where we may have a higher number of users when comparing with the number of available USB dongles. In these situations, a user has to wait for a free dongle, which will be handed to him by another user who does not need it anymore. In some companies, these constraints may cause flaws in management and loss of productivity, which are mitigated by a distributed USB/IP implementation. The approach proposed in this paper, as it is open source, has a GPL license and thus with no associated cost. It is worth noting that in USB/IP distributed approaches, all the legal requirements to use the licenses are fully attained, as we only have one user using a license per user at each given moment.
Experimental tests and results analysis

Conclusions and future work
In this paper we have proposed a client/server distributed architecture based on USB/IP protocol for remote validation of copy-protected licenses stored in USB dongles. We have tested this distributed architecture in a real world scenario that uses two distinct computers forensics software applications for digital analysis of evidences by the Portuguese criminal Polices, namely FTK © and EnCase © . From the literature review, we did not find any open source USB/IP implementation to deal with remote validation of software licenses stores in USB dongles.
For that purpose we have deployed and developed a distributed USB/IP architecture for remote access to USB dongles available in an USB/IP server. The developments were made to an existing and outdated open source implementation of USB/IP protocol. In the server side we upgraded the existing USB/IP version for newly Linux 3.2 kernel version. Regarding the USB/IP client side, our development was two-fold. On one hand we have updated the existing version of the client for Linux kernel in version 3.2. On the other hand we have made available a USB/IP client version for Microsoft Windows 7 (64 bits), with a friendly and easy to use graphical user interface that allows the management of both the several USB dongles available in the server and also the virtual connections of those bounded in the PC.
The experiments were made in the computers forensics laboratory of Portuguese criminal Police, both with external devices (e.g. disks, pens, cameras) and with USB dongles which store copy-protected software licenses of computer forensics applications. The results were very promising, since we have succeeded on validating the user access to computer forensics applications by accessing to a remote USB dongle with the license. In an operational point of view, the proposed architecture have had a great impact in the examiners' daily routine, as they did not have to carry the USB dongles and may easily access to the licenses. In organizational terms, this distributed architecture means more flexibility and more physical security in the management of USB dongles, avoiding the risk of loss or theft. In particular, the architecture and developments presented in this paper are now being implemented in computers forensics laboratory of Portuguese criminal police.
The distributed architecture proposed in this paper is based on open source components, available with a GPL license. This feature brings also some benefits when comparing with existing commercial solutions, as it is free of charge and easily adjustable to different business environments.
Our future work will include tests in a wider network, in which client and server belong to different IP networks. We also aim to evaluate the impact of using USB/IP protocol to extend a cloud infrastructure. That is, the USB peripherals connected to an USB/IP server can be remotely accessed in a cloud environment and benefits for being in such environment. We are also evaluating this distributed USB/IP infrastructure on Raspberry Pi computers, in order to identify the advantages and challenges on having such an implementation on this kind of computers.
